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Definition: Open Source & Commercial Open Source
Decentralized and collaborative software development
Open Source
household names

Open Source (OSS):

Software made available under a license meeting the 10 criteria by
the Open Source Initiative below; anyone can review, change, use,
and distribute the publicly available source code.

10 Criteria by the Open Source
Initiative:

1. Free redistribution = no
royalties
2. Well-publicized source code
availability
3. Derived works permitted
4. Integrity of the author’s
source code
5. No discrimination against
persons or groups

Commercial Open Source (COSS):

OSS projects that are commercialized.

Libre/Free Software:

Users have the four freedoms to: run, study, redistribute, and
modify the software (more philosophical movement than OSS).
“Free” refers to freedom; not price.

(examples)
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Source: DigitalOcean, Free Software Foundation, Open Source Initiative

6. No discrimination against
fields of endeavor
7. Distribution of license (forbids
closing software)
8. License must not be specific
to a product
9. License must not restrict other
software
10. License must be tech-neutral

A (very) Brief History of Open Source: From Free -> OSS -> COSS
The open-source movement matured and reached a commercialization tipping point in ~2018

“Open source” is born

‘80s

Free/Libre
Software
Philosophical
movement:
software is
common good
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‘91

‘93

‘95

‘98

Open Source V1.0
Early commercialization with:
− Support, Services, SLAs

Source: a16z, Bretthauer, Nauta analysis, Notion, Open Source Initiative

Several major exits + funding rounds

‘03

‘05

Late ‘00s

‘18

Open Source V2.0
Commercialization of code emerges:
− Additional features: Open core
− Delivery: Hosting
− OSS-proprietary combination: Multi-licensing

OSS V3.0?
−

First major exits

−

COSS: multilicensing on the
rise

No Niche: Status Quo of the Open-Source Software Market
Open-source software is eating proprietary software

Broad usage +
adoption already

Massive market
opportunity

Strong
communities

•

Today 55% of the software that companies use professionally is already open source.

•

OSS will continue to displace proprietary software. By 2022, the usage share is expected to be ~ 65%.

•

The current market size of OSS Services is estimated to be $22B with a CAGR of 24.2% up until 2025
(leading to an estimated market size of $65B in 2025).

•

With only around 4% of the total current enterprise software market in $ size, there is still plenty of
room to grow for OSS applications.

•

Over 56 million users are active on GitHub. This number is expected to reach 100 million by 2025.
Gitlab counts over 30 million users in 2020.

• 96% of the world‘s top 1 million servers run on Linux.
•
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WordPress has a 39% market share of all websites, Android has more than 1.6 billion users.

Source:, Businesswire, Devrix, GitHub, Hosting Tribunal, Intrado, Redhat, Techlog360, GitLab

Macroeconomic Importance of Open-Source Software
OSS is of strategic and economic importance for the EU
>260K

€65-95B

16K

In 2018, more than 260K active
GitHub users in the EU have
contributed to OSS

The economic impact of these
contributions is estimated to be
around €65-95B

They created a volume of code
equivalent to the full-time
work of 16k developers

€95B

10%

… expand EU GDP by 0.6% (€95B)

A 10% increase in the
number of EU OSS
contributors is expected to…

1,000

… lead to the existence of 1,000 tech startups

•

Strategic Impact of
OSS for EU

Sharing of code and knowledge allows for
incremental innovation

•

Prevents emergence of monopoly software

provider
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•

Source: Networkworld, Open Forum Europe, Techradar

Allows the EU to become more
independent from big U.S. companies

•

Enables better compliance with data

privacy

Commercializing Open Source
Global Leaders, Licenses, Business Models
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COSS Champions’ Leader Board
Numerous success cases display commercial success of Open Source companies
Sorted by company valuation 1

$28B valuation
$1B Series G in
2021
65x

‘$18.5B current EV
$1.2B IPO in
2017
31x

$10.7B current EV
$4.9B IPO in
2018
19x

‘$9.2B current EV
$4.2B IPO in
2020
3x

‘$7.5B current EV
$1.5B IPO in
2019
26x

‘$6.5B acquisition
by Salesforce in
2018
21x

‘$6B valuation $195M
secondary sale in
2020
40x

‘$5.1B valuation
$175M Series E in
2020
30x

‘$4.6B current EV
$0.9B IPO in
2015
11x

‘$4.5B valuation
$250M Series E in
2020
20x

‘$4.1B current EV
$4B IPO in
2020
27x

$3.6B current EV
$1.9B IPO in
2017
4x

‘$3.2B acquisition
by Twilio in
2020
12x

‘$3B valuation
$300M Series D in
2019
9x

‘$2.7B acquisition
by Vmware in
2019
5x

‘$2.7B acquisition
by Cisco in
2013
12x

‘$2.5B acquisition
by EQT in
2018
8x

$35B acquisition
by IBM in
2019
2
EV/Rev : 10x
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Source: Nauta analysis, publicly available information

1

Company valuation at the time of investment/acquisition or EV on April 20th 2021

2

Estimated revenue multiple at the time of investment/acquisition or EV on April 20th 2021

The OSS & COSS Flywheel: enabling exceptional business models
Interconnected COSS & OSS flywheels can power exponential, capital-efficient adoption rates and growth

OSS Flywheel

Read: ↑ community > ↑ code quality (contributors & reviews) > ↑ community
•

enhances

word of
mouth

•

Community

Code Quality

•
•

COSS Flywheel
(OSS + in blue)

increases
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•

revenue

Employ inhouse
developers

Exceptional software quality: Instant feedback, reviews and decentralized
feedback shorten time-to-market.
Community growth: High level of word of mouth among peers
OSS is seen as a “trust brand” due to decentralized development.

Read: hire inhouse developer > ↑ code quality; ↑ community > ↑ talent acquisition
•
•
•
•

Source: Nauta analysis

Positive sum game & network effects: Additional users enhance the
value for the entire community through higher code quality.
Open code = downstream virality opportunity: Integrating OSS project
code blocks into other projects increases the audience = pot. new users.

Reinforcing the OSS cycle: Inhouse developer increase the quality of the
code base and additionally fuel the code quality <> community cycle.
Bottom-up sales: Fast and cheap client acquisition due to community
adoption.
Superior talent acquisition: COSS companies have superior access to
talent from the open-source community.
Low R&D costs: Due to community feedback, short time-to-market (fast
feedback) and decentralized development, less R&D costs are required.

Open-Source Licenses: foundation of Open-Source projects
The share of permissive licenses is growing
Permissive Licenses

•

•

Only minimal restrictions or requirements for the
distribution or modification of the software and permits
proprietary derivative works (= commercial use cases).

•

Mandatory to distribute the code and all derived work
under the same original license (= free OSS projects
cannot be implemented in commercial projects).

•

Originated from the Free / Libre software movement &
Stallman.

•

Very strict to comply with, popular for non-commercial
& multi-licensing business models.

Examples:
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Copyleft

Easy to comply with, popular for open-core / noncommercial application. On the rise (see right).

Examples:

Copyleft Licenses

OSS Licence Distribution (total 100%)

Source: Snyk, SolutionsHub, WhiteSource

55%

59%

64%

67%

76%

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Permissive

Total Distribution on GitHub
Custom Licenses
Apache 2.0
MIT
GPL 3.0
BSD 3 clause
GPL 2.0
MPL 2.0
AGPL 3.0
All others

33%
28%
26%
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%
3%

Permissive
Copyleft

*

Detailed overview of the most common OSS licenses
Licenses primarily differentiate in terms of copyleft vs. permissive

Type of License

Apache 2.0

MIT

BSD 3

GPL 3.0

GPL 2.0

MPL 2.0

LGPL 3.0

AGPL 3.0

Permissive

Permissive

Permissive

Copyleft
“Strong”

Copyleft

Copyleft
“Weak”

Copyleft

Copyleft
“Strongest”

Place Warranty
Use Patent Claims

Sublicense (grant a license)
Private Use* (modify w/o distribution)
Hold Liable

Use Trademark
Include Original
State Changes (of significant changes)

Disclose Source Code* (code available)
Incl. license (full text in project)
Incl. copyright* (original CR retained)

Incl. Install Instructions
Include Notice
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Source: tl;dr Legal

* Important for the commercialization strategy

Allowed

Cannot

Must

Terms of Open-Source Licenses
Overview of the complex landscape of license conditions
Explanation
Place Warranty

Being able to place warranty on the software licensed

Use Patent Claims

Having the rights to practice patent claims of contributors to the code

Sublicense

Being able to grant/extend a license to the software

Private Use

Being able to use/modify software freely without distributing it

Hold Liable

Being able to charge the software/license owner for damages

Use Trademark

Being allowed to use contributors’ names, trademarks or logos

Include Original

Copies of the original software or instructions to obtain copies must be distributed with the software

State Changes

Significant changes made to software must be stated

Disclose Source

The source code must be made available

Include License

The full text of license must be included in modified software

Include Copyright

The original copyright must be retained

Incl. Install Instructions

If the software is part of a consumer device, installation information must be included

Include Notice

If a library has a notice file with attribution notes, the file needs to be included when distributing the software/license
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Source: tl;dr Legal

Monetization strategy for the commercialization of OSS
Five different, yet often combined options to successfully commercialize Open Source
Open Core

Monetization
of services

Free
OSS
Project

Standard
permissive
OSS projects

Monetization
of proprietary
features

Free
OSS
Project

Standard
permissive
OSS projects

Monetization
of Hosting /
SaaS

Multiple
permissive OSS

Monetization
of Bundling &
Orchestration

=

Proprietary Code

Free
OSS
Project

Projects w &
wo copyleft

Paid distribution
OSS Project – copyleft

Free OSS
vs. paid:

Hosting / SaaS

Free OSS Project

Feature-based

Multi-Licensing

Free OSS Project

Services

Copyleft
license (code
cannot be used
for commercial
purposes)
Acquisition &
monetization
of a copyleftexempt
license

Description

Services incl. SLA, support
etc. (can be recurring)

Various degrees of free
OSS vs. proprietary

Hosting-as-a-service

Combination of multivendor OSS projects

Open code, commercial
requires special license

Challenges

Scalability problems
Potential conflict of
support vs. code quality

Dual focus needed for:
- Product-market fit
- Code basis
Deciding which features
to include in free core

Risk of “forking” from
cloud providers if offered
without additional lock-in
(see elastic search)

Defensibility, if layer of
orchestration is too small

License In ≠ License Out
Low acceptance in
developer community
Not pure “OSS” anymore

Examples

(of the primary
revenue source)
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Source: Nauta research

> Models are often combined <

The Development of COSS Companies
“Typical” trajectory from open source to project to commercialized solutions

⌀ 2.2 years

Project formation
Stage

Target Group
People
Key Challenge
North Star KPIs
(level depends on
tech + focus)

Company
incorporation

Monetization

Project-community fit

Product-market fit

Value-market fit

Developers

User

Buyers + Users

Project leader, not large corporates

Leader + management team + community managers

Generate adoption
+ build community

Balance community vs. monetization

Unique monthly contributors,
not stars (pull req., commits)

Downloads + usage

Revenue;
contributors might level off

NB: Some companies may start as commercial company and open-source the code later (e.g. Kubermatic). The historic research is based on a small sample of
companies throughout the last 20 years, a time that has been influenced by mega trends such as cloud computing.
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Source: a16z, Cathedral Bazaar, Nauta research

Most widely used GitHub Metrics
GitHub metrics and their meanings
Receiving a star on GitHub is similar to a “like” on Instagram or Facebook. It is the most common metric to measure
popularity of a repo. However, one should not necessarily draw conclusions regarding the quality of the project.
A pull request signalizes that some change has be done to the software and is ready to become part of the core project. The
number of pull requests indicates the importance and the current traction of a repository.
A contributor is someone whose pull request has been opened and merged into the repository. The number of unique
contributors is the most important indicator for a vibrant and active open-source community.
Commits are individual changes to a file. GitHub makes it possible to track by whom and when a commit was made, in order to
have an overview of the progression. The time between commits is a common metric for maintenance activity.
A fork is a copy of a repository that allows GitHub users to make changes to a repo without affecting the original project.
Besides stars, forks are another commonly used metric for popularity of GitHub projects.

Issues are suggested improvements or tasks related to a repository. An increasing number of issues suggests that the interest in
the project grows. Yet, when issues stay open very long, it is a bad sign for the maintenance activity.
NB: The meaningfulness of the metrics varies from project to project and repositories cannot always be compared with each other using these key figures. Also, to
get a true impression of the health of an open-source project, monitoring the metrics over a longer period of time is needed.
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Source: Github Glossary, Tacurran

Case Studies
(ex-)EU champions: Elastic, CloudBees & SUSE
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Deep Dive: Elastic NV
The meteoric rise of the search database company
Timeline:

Business Model:

‘18

Lambda
Lab

Opbeat
Swiftype

‘16

Prelert

‘14

Found

‘12

Logstash

Acquisitions:

‘10

Kibana

today

‘20

Service & Support

Hosting
ELK-powered SaaS offering

Founders

Shay Banon, Steven Schuurman, Uri Boness, Simon
Willnauer

HQ

Amsterdam, NL & Mountain View, US

Products

Beats, Curator, Elasticsearch, Elastic Cloud, Elastic
Cloud Enterprise, Elastic Enterprise Search, Elastic
Observability, Elastic Security, Kibana, Logstash

Employees

1,000+
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Source: Crunchbase, Elastic, S-1 Breakdown Elastic, Q1-21 Report Elastic

$2.5B

$427M

IPO Valuation (‘18)

Revenue (‘20)

$10.7B

93%

EV (04-‘21)

ARR (‘21)

Deep Dive: CloudBees
From PaaS to COSS and SaaS
Timeline:

Business Model:

‘10

‘12

‘18

‘16

‘14

Codeship

Acquisitions:

‘04

infraDNA

today

‘20

Platform-as-a-Service Provider
Enterprise Edition (open core)

SaaS
Founders

Sacha Labourey, Francois Dechery

HQ

San Jose, US (founded by 2 Europeans)

Products

Jenkins, Jenkins X, CB Continuous Integration, CB
CD, CB Feature Flags, CB Build Acceleration, CB
Software Delivery Management, CB Value Stream
Management, CB CodeShip

Employees
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2014

Source: Businesswire, CloudBees, Crunchbase, Jenkins Story,

Sacha Labourey Blog, The Register, The Stack, ZDNet

Successful pivot

Total funding (‘20)

>100M

55%

ARR (’20)

500+
1

$111M

yoy revenue % (‘20)

CDF = Continuous Delivery Foundations (hosting products like Jenkins, JenkinsX,
Spinnaker, Tekton)

Deep Dive: SUSE
The provider of the leading Linux operating system
Timeline:

‘00

‘04

‘08

Service & Support

‘12

‘16

‘20

Rancher Labs

Business Model:

‘96

OpenAttic

Acquisitions: ‘92

OpenStack
Stackato

today

Container-as-a-Service

Founders

Roland Dyroff, Thomas Fehr, Hubert Mantel,
Burchard Steinbild

HQ

San Jose, US (founded by 2 Europeans)

Products

SUSE Linus Enterprise, SUSE Manager, SUSE
Enterprise Storage, SUSE Cloud Application Platform,
Rancher, RKE, Longhorn, K3S

Employees

1,750+
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Source: Crunchbase, EQT, Reuters, SUSE, ZDNet

$2.5B

$8-10B

Valuation (03-‘19)

Est. Valuation (03-‘21)

>450M

95%

Revenue (’20)

ARR (‘19)

Investors & Investments
VC Distribution, Top Investors, VC-backed COSS Startups
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Global Venture Capital Distribution in Open-Source Companies
Total funding is increasing with European funding lagging behind in later rounds
Mean Deal Size and Range1

Average Deal Size Trend1

Seed

Pre-Seed

2016

$10K

$0.28M

Series A

2018

$30K

$2.5M

$1.5M $9.9M

2020
$0.26M

$0.35M

$0.11M

$0.23M (Europe)

2019

$0.27M

$0.96M

$0.15M

$8M

$1.9M

$35M

⁓$3B
103 Rounds

⁓$2.9B
49 Rounds

2020

Q1 2021

$3M

$2.9M

$4.4M

$2M

$2.5M (Europe)

Series B

2017

OSS Funding during COVID-19 skyrockets 2

Funding in Q1-21 alone has already almost reached funding of 2020

$10.4M

$9.2M

$9.1M

Number of investment rounds 2

$13.8M

$11.2M

$7.2M (Europe)

$3.8M $21.6M
$9.5M (Europe)
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$15.1M

$100M

Source: Crunchbase, OSSC

$14.8M

Seed
Round

Series
A

Series
B

Series
C

Series
D+

2020

29

32

25

6

11

Q1 2021

11

17

10

2

9

$23.6M

$30.6M
$16.4M

1

Distribution is based on 474 funding rounds published on Crunchbase from 2016-2020

2

Distribution is based on a list maintained by COSS Media (OSSC)

Selection of Top Investors in European OSS Companies
Ranked by stage and in alphabetical order
Pre-Seed

Pre-Seed

Seed

Seed
Multi-Stage

Multi-Stage

Series A

Series A
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Source: Crunchbase, Nauta analysis

> Have we forgotten anyone? <

European COSS Companies
Selection of highest funded companies (firms that received a minimum of $5M VC)
Business Tools

Application & Data

DevOps

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*

*
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Source: Crunchbase, Nauta analysis, O4B

*
Amount of funding received (appr.)

*
*

Other

* Company relocated HQ to US from EU

Selected Early-Stage COSS Companies
Promising European COSS Landscape (selection of companies with less than $6M funding)
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Source: Nauta analysis

> Are we missing your startup? <

Nauta Capital & Open Source
Nauta‘s Investment Thesis
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Attractiveness of European COSS Market
Many indications point towards a maturing European market
•

Recent happenings

Trends

•
•

Sequoia Capital’s first seed investment in Europe being a COSS firm

•

The proliferation of remote work makes customers, employees and
investors care less about the location of OSS companies, which will
likely decrease the power of OSS hubs in the US
Proven COSS busines models and high exit multiples are attracting
more and more VCs

•

•
•

OSS Community

European COSS firms (SUSE, Elastic) acquiring American COSS firms
(Rancher, Endpoint)
One of the world’s largest OSS non-profit organization (Eclipse
Foundation) relocating its HQ from North America to Europe

•

27% of active contributors on GitHub are European
4 of the 10 fastest-growing countries in terms of open-source
contributors are European countries (2019)
2 of the top 3 OSS contributors (by commits) are European countries

Key take-away: There are many indications that the European COSS market is very attractive at the moment and that the number of
European COSS companies having to relocate to the US will be decreasing in the near future.
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Source: Accel, Atomico, Deloitte, GitHub, Techeu

Nauta's Investment Thesis in COSS
Why we are bullish on European COSS companies
What makes European COSS companies exciting
• OSS is eating enterprise software (according to a survey already 65% of
all software used by businesses is OSS by 2022)
• SaaS 2.0: Many COSS companies will disrupt SaaS players due to a more
capital-efficient distribution (community-led innovation and adoption;
virality through developer evangelism; bottom-up sales)
• The decentralized nature of OSS is well-suited to leverage Europe’s
heterogeneity
• UK and Germany are among the Top 3 OSS contributors (by commits)
• Speedup of code distribution has a positive impact on the world

Drivers of increased OSS adoption
• Increasing price sensitivity: Enterprises look for cheaper software
• Every company is a software company: OSS facilitates customization

and therefore enables software-based differentiation
• Enhanced fear of vendor lock-in: OSS enables enterprises to stay

independent and avoid a loss of control
• Accelerating pace of innovation: Self-organizing processes as

pioneered with open-source communities are needed to keep up with the
ever-faster product development cycles
• COVID-19 accelerates all these trends: The pandemic enforces capitalefficiency, makes digitalization necessary and, hence, increases
innovation speed through remote collaboration
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Source: Deloitte, Nauta analysis, Redhat
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